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MALMSBURY INFERIOR OOLITE GW MODEL RUN DESCRIPTION LOG 
 

DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

31/5/04 M1 
 

2 layers – BS and IO.  Tops and bottoms imported from surfer files. 
Drain cells added to represent probable spring locations along feather edge.  
Using Modlfow 

Errors - Cell bottom exceeds top in 9 cells  

1/6/04 M2 As m1 errors corrected No convergence 

1/6/04 M3 As m2 in surfact No convergence 

1/6/04 M4 As m2 with CH cells instead of drains No convergence 

1/6/04 M5 Constant layer thickness for layers 1 and 2.  Base of layer 2 is imported 
surfer grid of base of BS. 

No convergence 

1/6/04 M6 Top layer deleted and northern half of model deleted.  2 arbitrary CH 
boundaries added running N-S across centre of model for TEST purposes 

No problem s converging 

1/6/04 M7 As M6 but whole area modelled Problems converging in NW corner (this are 
has most complex geometry) 

1/6/04 M8 As M7 but using Surfact.  Drain cells entered all along feather edge.  350 m 
CH boundary in the east. 

Problems converging on feather edge – huge 
residuals in NW corner, but overall 
piezometry looks OK.  Water balance is way 
out. 

1/6/04 M9 As M8 but using Modflow No convergence and huge areas of dry cells 
despite cell wetting being switched on.  This 
should not occur as CH boundary is 350 
mAOD – i.e. much higher than ground 
surface! 

1/6/04 M10 As M8.  Deleted some drain cells in NW corner. Good piezometry with no strange heads.  
Very poor water balance – problem seems to 
be associated with the drain cells 

1/6/04 M11 As M10  with fewer drain cells. Very good piezometry and good water 
balance (<0.003% error).  BUT CH is 
unrealistic in east – 350m is way too high. 

1/6/04 M12 CH boundary in east set as 60 mAOD (very roughly similar to River Avon 
level in east of model).  Recharge set to 500 mm/yr on outcrop and 3.65e-3 
mm/yr elsewhere.  

Good convergence.  Aquifer fills with water 
and all cells have some water in them.  
Problems with convergence due to cells 
becoming dry along feather edge when 
recharge is dropped.   

1/6/04 M13 Low permeability layer added below layer 1.  Tried running using both 
Modflow and Surfact. 

Does not improve model stability.   

2/6/04 M14 As M13, but recharge increased:  3650 mm/yr on outcrop, 36.5 mm/yr 
elsewhere.  PCG2 used as solver. 

Model converges after > 300 iterations – wt 
way above top of aquifer 
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DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

2/6/04 M15 As M14, but recharge decreased to 730 mm/yr and 3.65 mm/yr Model does not converge.  Layers 1 and 2 
are drying out. 

5/6/04 M16 As M15 with third layer added.  K1 (top layer) = 10 m/d, K2 = 0.12 m/d and 
K3 = 0.1 m/d.  Northern part of model made no flow to eliminate area with 
complex geometry. 

No convergence using Surfact or PCG2.  
However, both models give consistent water 
levels.  Water balance error is better with 
surfact < 0.1%. 13% error with PCG2. 

5/6/04 M17 Similar to M16 but with correct geometry added for layers 1 and 2.  Layer 3 
made a constant 30m thick.  K’s = 10 m/d, 0.12 m/d and 0.001 m/d.  
Recharge = 500 mm/yr on outcrop, 0.00365 mm/yr elsewhere.  Run in PCG2. 

Model is converging but max head change 
still 0.09 m after 300 iterations.  Heads are 
high (water can only leave model through CH 
in east).  Water balance is 0.7%. 

5/6/04 M18 As M17 with some drain cells along feather edge of layer 1 Model does not converge. 33% mass 
balance error.  Some very high heads along 
feather edge where there are no drain cells. 

5/6/04 M19 As M18, with drain cells all along feather edge of layer 1.  In BCF: Layer1 set 
as layer 1 unconfined, layer 2 as T varies and layer 3 as confined. 

Model does not converge. 37% mass 
balance error.  Piezo looks OK (sharp 
change in gradient to the east when layer 1 
becomes wet).  Dry cells not showing up. 

5/6/04 M20 As M19, with northern part of model made no flow to eliminate area with 
complex geometry. 

Model still does not converge.  Problem cells 
appear to be in east – where aquifer is 
confined. 

9/6/04 M21 As M20, recharge increased to 5 mm/yr on confined area Better convergence but huge mass balance 
error: 200% 

9/6/04 M22 As M21, with no drain cells in layer 1.  Drain cells in layer 2 all along feather 
edge.  Column spacing reduced along feather edge from 250 to 62.5m. 

No convergence. 

9/6/04 M23 Layer 3 does not appear to offer any advantages, so deleted. Better convergence.  Gets down to max head 
change of 0.1m.  Mass balance error of 
0.3%. 

10/6/04 M24 CH boundary in east deleted and river cells added to confined part of layer 1 
to simulate leakage from Greater Oolite.  Recharge removed from confined 
part (now simulated by river cells).  Thickness of river bed taken to be the 
thickness of fullers earth.  River bed level taken to be base of fullers earth.  
Water level should be piezo in GO but still don’t know so have used the top of 
the fullers earth for the time being.  Kv of river bed set as 0.01 m/d 

Max head change gets down to 0.1m.  
0.002% mass balance error.  45,980 m3/d 
recharge on outcrop. 60,237 m3/d discharges 
via drains.  566,000 m3/d in from river cells 
and 552,000 m3/d out through river cells. 

10/6/04 M25 Too much water in and out of river cells.  Therefore decrease Kv to 0.001 
m/d. 

Still no convergence, but mass balance error 
is 0.1%.  45,980 m3/d recharge on outcrop. 
37,600 m3/d discharges via drains.  126,700 
m3/d in from river cells and 135,000 m3/d out 
through river cells.  This seems a reasonable 
water balance. 
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DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

6/8/04 M26 As M25, added I.O. Abstraction wells = 7 to layer 1 – 2000 average Q rates 
used 
Changed Kv and h of layer 1 (i.o.) to 30 m/d – based on pumping test results 
Changed Kv/h of layer 2 (BS) to 1 m/d, 0.1 m/d 
Recharge on outcrop changed to 2000 estimate = 0.001275 m/d 
 

No convergence but sensible piezometry 

9/8/04 M27 As M26, but river cells to simulate leakage removed from layer 1. 
CH cells added along Tetbury tributary of Avon to simulate possible fault 
connection.  Approx river elevation used as river level. 
Mapped spring locations and elevations added to IO and BS layers.  Some 
spring elevations below layer bottom  - layer bottom lowered in places to 
ensure that there are no warnings (NB – still one warning for spring in north 
of modelled area where surveyed spring elevation is 10 m above layer 
bottom). 
BCF package changed so that both layer 1 and layer 3 are type 3 – variable 
T and S. 
Kv of layer 2 increased to 1 m/d – this really improves water balance (from 
50% error to < 1% error). 
Wells not pumping. 

Near convergence – water balance is good.  
Every time cells in later 2 around row 20, col 
141 get wet, the residuals jump up – this 
stops model converging.  Probably need to 
refine grid in this region. sensible flow 
pattern. 
 
Convergence occurs after 2271 iterations 
using re-wetting parameters described for 
M28. 

10/8/04 M28 As M27, with more columns added to allow for smoother base around row 20, 
col 141 to try and help convergence.  Base of layer 1 in this area re-imported 
to make it smooth.  Does not improve convergence much.  Change re-wetting 
parameters – allows convergence to happen after > 2000 iterations.   Wetting 
threshold = 0, wetting factor = 0.5, use surrounding cells for re-wetting. 

 

10/8/04 M29 As M27, with M28 wetting factors with the 7 abstraction wells in the I.O. 
pumping at average yearly rate – year 2000. 

 

17/8/04 M30 As M29, but with new BGS surfaces for top and bottom of IO and BS input.  
Constant head cells in layer 1 removed and two reaches of river cells added 
to represent possible juxtaposition discharge faults near Malmesbury.  River 
level set to observed heads in GO.   
 
Wetting threshold = 0, this effectively stops rewetting package from working! 

Model does not converge and has lots of dry 
cells.   
 
Replacing river cells with CH cells allows 
convergence to occur.  Looks like the model 
will struggle to converge with no CH cells 
anywhere. 
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Start of Transient Runs 

DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

29/8/04 M31 Transient run based on M30 1992 to 2003 (12 years).  S = 1 e-4 for both 
layers, Sy = 0.001 for IO and 0.1 for BS.  M30 heads used as initial heads. 

Hydrograph response in monitoring wells is 
predicted to have variation of only 1m – 
should be 10 to 20m. 

29/8/04 M32 As M31 but with wetting modified to that for M33 – model runs from 1/1/92 to 
31/12/03.  M33 used as in initial heads. 

Modelled hydrographs are relatively close to 
observed – heads too high in west near 
outcrop – the proper functioning of re-wetting 
has resulted in larger variation in water levels 
down dip.  Starting heads are too high. 

29/8/04 M33 SS run based on M30. Attempt to get re-working functioning correctly.  Use of 
wetting threshold = 0.1 and wetting factor of 0.0001 allows convergence to 
occur.  K of IO decreased to 10 m/d and BS to 0.5 m/d. 

The use of a low wetting factor stops large 
head changes occurring in IO near feather 
edge. 

29/8/04 M34 As M32, with S decreased to 1e-5 in both layers.  M33 used as initial heads. This results in larger variation in hydrograph 
responses as predicted  

30/8/04 M35 As M34 transient run but with K values equal to those in M36, and no flow 
cells added to reduce size of model.  Model external boundary is now 
consistent with that postulated by Marcus Hodges.  (Forgot to raise the CH 
boundaries by 5m to 75 ands 80 m!!).  M36 heads used as initial heads. 

All wells show a declining hydrograph trend 
with 2003 levels below what they should be – 
this suggests that model K’s are now too 
high.  Also hydrograph variation is too small – 
3m – should be 20 to 30m.  This is probably 
because Ks have been increased and 
therefore water can get to wells easier:  no 
need for such large gradients and 
drawdowns. 

30/8/04 M36 SS run to calibrate model to Marcus Hodges model extent.  Based on M30 
SS run with no flow cells added (as M35).  K of IO increased to 40 m/d and K 
of BS increased to 5 m/d.  CH boundaries raise to 75 and 80 mAOD. 

Model heads with no M30 K values are too 
high in W of model by 20m.  Increasing K 
allows gradient to decrease and thus 
decreases heads along feather edge. 

30/8/04 M37 As M35 with K of IO reduced to 30 m/d and BS to 1 m/d.  M36 used as initial 
heads. 

The model heads along feather edge are on 
an upward trend.  Model heads by wells are 
on a downward trend – model is trying to 
regain equilibrium with a steeper hydraulic 
gradient – owing to the lower K’s.  
Hydrograph variation is larger than M35 
(owing to smaller K) but is still only 5m. 

31/8/04 M38 SS model to try and sort out decent set of starting heads – not a good idea to 
run the transient model using a set of starting heads based on another model 
with different K vales etc. – this leads to all sorts of unwanted storage 
changes.  This model is based on M37, with CHs raised to 75 and 80 mAOD.  
Average 1992 to 2003 recharge and abstraction rates used. 

Reasonable calibration obtained using a K of 
IO = 40 m/d and K of BS = 1 m/d 
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DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

31/8/04 M39 Transient run of M38.  M38 heads used as initial heads. OK average piezometry – heads at Boxwell 
are about 3m too low, and 5m too high at 
Brokenborough.  Not enough hydrograph 
variation. 

31/8/04 M40 As M39 with Sy of BS decreased to 0.01.  Ending heads of M39 used as 
initial heads. 

Decreasing Sy of BS results in much bigger 
rise in heads in all hydrographs in winter. 
Also feather edge hydrographs (Kilcott + 
Boxwell) are much closer to observed.  The 
amount of drawdown in summer is limited by 
the CH cells in east – these should be 
changed to river cells to allow greater gw 
level variation in this area. 

1/9/04 M41a + b As M40 with CH cells changed to fluctuating river boundaries to simulate GO 
head changes in Malmesbury area.  River cells have a conductivity of 2500 
and have a head that fluctuates between 65 mAOD in October and 70 mAOD 
in March.  M41a River Bed conductivity = 2500, M41b River Bed conductivity 
= 25 

 

22/9/04 M41c As M41b running for 30 years: jan 1974 to dec 2003    

23/9/04 M41d Modified abstraction rate of shipton moyne and long Newton to more realistic 
rates in sept 1984 and 1985 

 

24/9/04 M41e No abstraction SS reached after a couple of years – heads 
10 to 20 m higher. 

2/9/04 M42 As M41, River Bed cond = 2.5 Reduced bed cond results in poorer 
connection b/t GO and IO – this allows larger 
temporal water level fluctuations.  But 
hydrographs show a rising trend.  Seems to 
stabilise after about 6 years – with water 
levels in most wells about 30m too high.  
Hydrograph variation is also now too much. 

9/9/04 M43 As M41b with storativity of IO decreased to 1e-6 Very little change in results.  Modelled 
hydrograph variation at Hullavington is still 
too small. 

17/9/04 M44 As M43 with storativity of IO and BS = 3e-6 Very little change in results.  Ought to try a 
run with storativity increased to test 
sensitivity of this parameter. 

22/9/04 M45 As M41b with recharge modified to include negative recharge in summer 
months (as shown on MORECS data) 

No change in water level variations, but there 
is a downwards trend in water levels (due to 
reduction in average annual recharge) 

22/9/04 M46 As M41b with low K zone in IO around Hullavington – K = 5 m/d Increases head variation in Hullavington 
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DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

25/9/04 M47 SS run to recalibrate model using K of 10 m/d for IO, recharge reduced to 
0.004 m/d 

 

25/9/04 M48 Transient run of M47, 30 yrs starting from jan 1974.  Recharge = 0.5 x M41d Levels too low 

26/9/04 M49 As M48,  recharge  = 0.75 x M41d Levels higher but still a bit low 

30/9/04 M49b As M49, with BS K reduced to 0.5 m/d As M49 with larger seasonal variation 

1/10/04 M49c As M49b, with 50% abstraction from SM at all times As M49b with higher levels and seasonal 
variation 

4/10/04 M49d As M49c, with full recharge Reasonably good transient calibration – 
levels a little too low at Brokenborough and 
Foxley and a little too high at Didmarton 

5/10/04 M49e As M49d, with Sy of BS increased to 0.1  Levels drop – too low in all hydrographs and 
seasonal variation drops 

5/10/04 M49f As M49e, with K of BS reduced to 0.1 m/d Seasonal variation is good at Hullavington 
but too high elsewhere 

6/10/04 M49g As M49f, with Sy of IO reduced to 0.01 and different starting heads used  

28/9/04 M50 M41d with abstraction rate of SM reduced to 50% in months with high gw 
levels ( 

Best transient calibration yet 

5/10/04 M51 As M50, with low K of IO around Hullavington (2 m/d) Better – slight increase in seasonal variation 
at Hullavington 

9/10/04 M52 As M51, for years 1992 to 2003, modified SM abstraction (to Ian Colley rate), 
starting heads = stress period 198 of M51 

Better fit than M51 due to more accurate 
starting heads 

10/10/04 M53 As M52, with low K of BS (0.4 m/d) in SW corner Slight decrease in lowest levels at 
Hullavington 

10/10/04 M54 As M52, with reduced bed conductivity of river cells near hullavington – reach 
11, bed cond = 2.5 m/d (reduced from 25 m/d) 

Raises winter highs – less water discharging 
via faults to GO 

10/10/04 M55 As M52, with model extent reduced in SE corner of model No different at all to M52 

10/10/04 M56 As M53, with low K area of BS extended  

13/10/04 M56a Sensitivity run – M56 with Sy of IO increased to 0.01  

14/10/04 M56b Sensitivity run – M56 with Sy of BS increased to 0.1  

15/10/04 M56c Sensitivity run – M56 with S of BS increased to 1e-4  

15/10/04 M56d Sensitivity run – M56 with S of IO increased to 1e-4  

11/10/04 M57 As M56 but for 2003 only, number of time steps increased to 12 per month.  
Still have monthly stress periods 

 

14/10/04 M58 As M57 with weekly stress periods  

14/10/04 M60 SS run based on M49g to get start heads for 12 yr transient run.  K of BS 
increased to 0.2 m/d and recharge reduced to 0.0002 m/d with no recharge to 
get reasonable starting heads for M61 
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14/10/04 M61 1992 to 2003 transient run using IC modified SM rate and Morecs recharge 
with M60 set-up.  S of BS and IO = 1e-5.  Sy of BS = 0.1, Sy of IO = 0.002 

 

15/10/04 M62 As M61, with Sy of BS reduced to 0.05  

15/10/04 M63 As M62, with K of BS increased to 0.5/0.25 m/d    

18/10/04 M64 As M63, with higher starting heads and K of IO = 15 m/d  

18/10/04 M65 As M63, with higher starting heads and recharge reduced to 80%  

18/10/04 M66 As M64, run for 30 years – 1974 to 2003  

19/10/04 M67 As M70, with K of IO = 10 m/d, K of BS h/v = 0.5/0.25, S of IO and BS = 1e-5, 
Sy of IO = 0.002 and Sy of BS = 0.05.  i.e. Equivalent of M63 with drain cells 
fixed.  Starting heads = M69, cell wets from below only 

 

20/10/04 M67b As M67 with new recharge  

21/10/04 M67c As M67b with confined S  along outcrop to equal Sy in IO and BS  

21/10/04 M67d As M67c with IO K raised to 30 m/d  

19/10/04 M68 As M64 with no abstraction  

20/10/04 M69 SS run to bet better starting heads with no dry cells in BS.  Cell re-wetting 
from below cell only. 

 

19/10/04 M70 As M56, with drains sorted out – 11 drains were in error – drain level below 
base of layer.  Raised drain levels in these cells so that they are functioning 
again.  Also copied all IO drain cells into BS so that they function even when 
IO dry.  Added two more drain cells in north of model area in BS to simulate 
spring flow to Nailsworth rivers 

 

20/10/04 M71 As M70 with new recharge  

21/10/04 M72 As M71 with confined S  along outcrop to equal Sy in IO and BS  

22/10/04 M73 As M72 with starting heads = stress period 62 of M72  

22/10/04 M74 As M73 with Sy of IO decreased to 0.0005 and BS Sy increased to 0.05  

22/10/04 M75 As M73 with K of BS reduced by half  

22/10/04 M76 As M73 with drain cells added in NW of model  

25/10/04 M77 As M76 with S of IO reduced to 1e-6   

25/10/04 M78 As M75 with K of BSh/v = 0.5/0.2 m/d across whole model area.  Starting 
heads = time step 5, stress period 87 (31/3/98) of M75.  Drain cells added in 
NW corner of model – like M76, and additional drain cells in south west 
corner in BS that appeared to be missing 

 

26/10/04 M79 As M75, using same starting heads as m78  Calibration run 

26/10/04 M79a   

27/10/04 M79b   

27/10/04 M79c   
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28/10/04 M79d   

29/10/04 M79e   

29/10/04 M79f As M79 for 1992 to 2004 with no abstraction  

10/11/04 M79g As M79 with new recharge (November 2004 )  

11/11/04 M79h As m79g with K of IO increased to 50 m/d.  K of IO in SW corner increased to 
4 m/d and extent of this low K zone  increased to include Luckington 

 

 M79i As M79h IO K decreased to 30  

 M79j BS M79i BS K decreased to 0.3 m/d  

 M79k As m79g, with IO K decreased to 30 m/d  

22/10/04 M80 As M73 with extra layers to simulate diffuse recharge Large part of FE is dry , this method of 
modelling diffuse recharge doesn’t seem to 
work 

8/11/04 M90 As M79 with river cells added across confined zone to simulate diffuse 
leakage from GO.  River cells set with thickness = thickness of FE, bed K = 
1.12e-7 m/d. 

 

8/11/04 M91 As M90, with K of FE increased to 1.12 e-4 m/d  

8/11/04 M92 As M91, with K of FE decreased to 1.12 e-5 m/d  

 M92b As M92, with new slightly decreased recharge  

 M92c As M92b with new no flow boundaries and modified K distribution of IO to 
make it consistent with Ian Colley Figure i.e. 40 m/d, 10 m/d at Hullavington 
and a small are of 0.1 m/d 

 

 M92d As m92c, with 0.1 m/d and 10 m/d IO changed to 5 m/d  

 M92e As m92d, with shape of low K zone changed – more like that in m92b  

 M92f As m92e with K at Malmesbury STW of IO = 0.1 m/d  

 M92g As m92f with diffuse leakage river cells varying by 10m seasonally + K of FE 
increased to 3.36e-5 m/d 

 

 M92h As m92g with K of BS reduced by half to 0.25 m/d in N and 0.1 m/d in S  

 M92i As M92g, with added small abstractions, and badminton monitoring well  

 M92j As M92i, with stream leakage added  

 M92k As m92j, with decreased K of IO in West = 5 m/d and starting heads set from 
steady state run (less dry cells) 

Heads too high 

 M92l As M92j, with solver and rewetting parameters changed and new starting 
heads with less dry cells 

Very slow to converge 

 M92m As M92k, with different starting heads and K’s increased to m92c values Heads too high 

 M92n As m92m, with K of BS = 0.5 m/d over whole model, fault bed cond increased 
to 250 m2/d 
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 M92o As m92n, with K of BS decreased to 0.2 m/d Springs in NW corner are mostly dry – this 
implies that heads are not high enough in this 
part of model 

 M92p As M92o, with K of IO decreased to 5 m/d in NW corner Decreasing K, forces heads up here and 
decreases heads elsewhere.  Summer lows 
in all hydrographs not low enough 

 M92q As m92p, with springs at 80m added in NW corner (by Nailsworth) to 
decrease amount of water getting from NW corner to abstraction wells. 

 

 M92r As M92q, with K of BS in S reduced to 0.1 m/d Reduces all levels a little – doesn’t make too 
much difference 

 M92s As m92q, with fault river cells bed K reduced to 25 m2/d again  

8/11/04 M93 As M92, with K of BS decreased to 0.1 and 0.05 m/d (kh) and 0.04 and 
0.02 m/d Kv 

 

9/11/04 M94 As M93, with K of IO decreased to 10 m/d  

9/11/04 M95 As M94, trying to get rewetting working  

9/11/04 M96 As m95, with K of IO reduced further to 8 m/d  

9/11/04 M97 As m96, with river level (gw level in GO) set to vary seasonally  

 M100 As m92m, with diffuse leakage river cells removed Heads too high 

 M101 As m92p, with diffuse leakage river cells removed Modelled 2003 summer low not low enough 

 M102 As M101, with some more drain cells in SW and bed K of fault rivers reduced 
to 25 m2/d again. 

Rising trend in heads again – the low bed K 
does not seem to work 

 M103 As M101, with K of BS reduced to 0.1 m/d in S and 5 m/d zone of IO 
extended along the whole outcrop.  This should hopefully increase magnitude 
of seasonal variation in monitoring wells in southern part of model. 

 

    

 M300s Calibration runs of conceptual model A with reduced stream bed leakage  

    

 M320 As M308 with diffuse leakage added with same diffuse leakage properties as 
m204 

 

 M321 As m320, with Sy of IO reduced from 0.002 to 0.001  

 M322 As M320 with K of BS reduced from 0.5 to 0.4 and 0.2 to 0.15  

 M323 As M322 with Sy of BS reduced from 0.1 to 0.08 Little change 

 M324 As M322 with Sy of IO reduced from 0.002 to 0.0015  

 M325 As M322 with K of BS in S increased from 0.15 to 0.2  

 

13/10/04 P1 Prediction run of 1992 to 2004 using Scen 3a abstraction rates  
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26/10/04 P2 Prediction run 2001 to 2005 using Scen 3a abstraction rates, based on 
calibration run m79. 

 

 P3 Prediction run 2001 to 2005 using Scen 3b abstraction rates, based on 
calibration run m79. 

 

 P4 Prediction run 2001 to 2005 using Scen 3c abstraction rates, based on 
calibration run m79. 

 

 P5 Prediction run 2001 to 2005 using Scen 3a abstraction rates, based on 
calibration run m79. 

 

 P6 Prediction run 2001 to 2005 using Scen 3a abstraction rates, based on 
calibration run m79. 

 

 P7 Prediction run 2001 to 2005 using Scen 3a abstraction rates, based on 
calibration run m79. 

 

 P8 Prediction run 2001 to 2005 using Scen 3a abstraction rates, based on 
calibration run m79. 

 

 P9 Prediction run 2001 to 2005 using Scen 3a abstraction rates, based on 
calibration run m79. 
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2005 Model Refinement 

DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

20/10/05 m33 Model selected as stating point for steady state investigation of model 
stability (in consultation with SKF).  Uses MODFLOW rewetting. 

See above. 

20/10/05 m33surf Use SURFACT variations to investigate model stability/convergence.  Test 
PCG4, Damping Factor, RESRED, Orthogonalisations.  Test variations in 
relative K in IO and BS. 

Does not converge, but ΔH is ~ 2-3m, and 
mass balance is good.  OK at 300 iterations. 
 
Determine that K contrast between IO and 
BS is primary factor controlling model 
stability. 

25/10/05 m308surf Model selected as stating point for transient investigation of model stability 
(selected in collaboration with SKF).  Test with SURFACT options. 

Need steady state version for starting heads. 

25/10/05 m308ss Steady state version of m308surf.  Uses SURFACT (PCG4, etc.) Problems converging. 

25/10/05 m400 Use m308ss.  Try adding an extra layer – 1m thick at the base of layer 1.  Try 
to allow water to flow down above Bridport Sands. 
Test different K values in new layer. 

Nope . . . 

 
Identify current version of SURFACT as limited – does not incorporate Newton Raphson module for solver. 
Get new security key for licenced version 2.2.  Check .OUT file for correct package info to confirm NR module fully functional. 
 

1/11/05 m308ss Restart modelling process with functional copy of SURFACT.  Steady state 
model. 

STABLE SOLUTION! 
But the heads are still excessive in the 
outcrop area. 

1/11/05 m308surf Full transient version with SURFACT.  Starting heads from m308ss. High heads remain. 
Need to look at configuration of scarp edge: 
1. L1 has many no-flow cells over L2 active 

cells.  This is only important in the area of 
recharge to top active layer, i.e. col < 135 
(western part of model). 

2. Recharge is applied to L2 (=BS), but 
K(T)is low so water cannot move away 
easily (except very locally where spring 
(=drain) cells are present), including 
upwards into L1 (= IO), because of no 
flow cells above. 
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1/11/05 m308ss Redefine geometry of scarp edge in model: 
a) replace area of L1 no flow cells with L1 = 1 m thick (above existing top 

L2),  
b) set K values appropriate for L2 in this part of L1. 
Note that all recharge is applied to L1, therefore use RSF4 package to reject 
excess recharge (above new L1 tops = ground surface).  This implies GL is 
adequately represented in the model. 

Now find that heads in L1 are constrained to 
top of layer throughout model domain – i.e. in 
confined area as well!  Obvious in retrospect. 
 
Could add dummy layer to accommodate 
confined heads in deeper part of basin . . . 

 m308ss3L Three layer model based on m308ss: 
-1 add new layer on top 
-2 set as 1 m thick (above original tops) 
-3 set flat top at +155m to east of scarp edge.  Adjust margin. 
-4 Set all flat area L1 to K = 10-7 m/d (i.e impermeable 'clays') 

Now: 
-5 no convergence with 100+ iterations 
-6 non-convergence to do with 'wetting up' in 

L1 "clays" (i.e. confining material) 
-7 heads in L2/3 look good! 
Possible that 'wetting up' (i.e. heads being 
somehow 'pulled up' to the layer top in clays), 
is something to do with numerical 
methodology implemented in 
SURFACT/RSF4? 

 m308tran3L Transient version of m308ss3L. Major convergence problems (SP3).  Use 
ATO3, but little improvement. 

 m401 Rename m308tran3L.  Test variations in storage parameters across model. Failed to converge @ SP15, etc.  'Wetting up' 
a/a. 

 m402 Re-configure model: 
1. Import topography (derived from BGS 10m resolution dataset); 
2. Import area of BS and IO outcrops from BGS shapefiles; 
3. Rebuild no-flow cell distribution; 
4. Fix layer elevations (tops/base) so that layer = 1m thick when 

corresponding lithology absent; 
5. Apply appropriate K zones to layers along scarp to correspond to 

outcrop lithology; 
6. Reset extent of recharge to IO + BS outcrop; 
7. Manual edits to make assigned K values and layer elevations 

consistent; 
8. Re-assign existing drain cells in model to correct layer; 
9. Re-set storage zone distribution. 

Failed to converge @ SP5.  'Wetting up' a/a. 
 
Looks as though SURFACT RSF4 package 
can reject excess recharge in the outcrop 
area OK (as envisaged and desired), but has 
major problems with the 'dummy' confining 
layer.  This 'wets up' resulting in gwls 
heading towards the top of the model, and in 
unstable configurations that cannot 
converge. 
 
Also, problems with local heads (gw mounds) 
at topographic lows in scarp slope (valleys) – 
where water is unable to escape (no 'drain' 
cell present), but model configuration 
requires it. 
 
Add drain cells to try to improve 'recharge 
rejection' behaviour . . . 
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 m402ss Steady state version for starting heads.  

 m403 Use m402.  Reconfigure drain cells: 
-8 in layer 1 only 
-9 apply to IO/BS outcrop areas only 
-10 along the low point of each valley (subsequently modified to cover 

entire outcrop area) 
-11 stage = GL – 0.5 m 
-12 bed thick. = 0.01, hyd. cond. = 100 
-13 separate reach no. for each 'valley'/catchment 

Failed to converge @ SP2! 
Extreme 'wetting up' behaviour, with spots of 
very high heads (way above top of model), 
close to edge of layer 1 confining 'clays'. 
 
Combination of RSF4 and drain cells seems 
bad!  See if drain cells can do the job alone . 
.  Note that if RSF4 is not used then dummy 
confining layer will not be required, as RCH1 
can give confined heads above top of model 
OK. 

 m404 Re-simplify model (use m403): 
-14 revert to 2 layer (remove top/clays) 
-15 use original MODFLOW recharge (RCH1 package, so SURFACT 

(RSF4) does not constrain gwls to top of model (i.e. allow confined heads 
above top of model). 

-16 Check recharge and drain cells in top layer, and over entire IO+BS 
outcrop area (only). 

 
Bridport Sands: all Kh = 0.5, Kv = 0.2 m/d;  Sy = 0.1 

YES!!  Stable solution. 
Note problem with RCH file generated by 
GWVistas – not suitable to run through 
SURFACT RSF4 module in RCH1 mode (as 
this is how SURFACT 'switches off' RSF4).  
File needs editing to remove text "Stress 
Period xx" at the start of each SP data block 
(SP>=2).  
 
Scarp (Upper Kilcot): 

gwls ~ OK 
range – much too small 

Basin (Didmarton, Foxley): 
gwls – too low 
range – too small 

 m404ss Steady state version for transient starting heads: 
Model|Modflow|Basic Package...  Steady-State Simulation 
     No. of SPs = 1 
Model|Modflow|Initial Heads...  Heads from spreadsheet 
     Layer 1 = 100 
     Layer 2 = 100 

 

 m405 Use m404.  Calibration: test Bridport Sands K reduction – all to K=0.1 m/d 
(was 0.5/0.2) 

Non-convergence at SP48.  Prob. due to well 
drying out.  GWLs in basin very low.  Less 
water reaches basin (all flow through reduced 
K BS). 
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 m406 Use m404.  Calibration: test Bridport Sands storage reduction – Sy=0.05 
(was 0.1) 

Covergence OK. 
 
Scarp (Upper Kilcot): 

gwls ~ OK 
range – much too small 

Basin (Didmarton, Foxley): 
gwls – too low 

range – too small 
 

 m407 Use m404.  Calibration: test Bridport Sands K increase – all to K=1 m/d (was 
0.5/0.2) 

Scarp (Upper Kilcot): 
gwls ~ OK 
range – much too small 

Basin (Didmarton, Foxley): 
gwls – approx 10m too low 

range – approx 1/3 of required 
 

 m408 Use m407 (BS K=1m/d).  Calibration: BS storage reduction – Sy=0.05 (was 
0.1) 

Scarp (Upper Kilcot): 
gwls ~ OK 
range – much too small 

Basin (Didmarton, Foxley): 
gwls – too low (dropped from m407) 

range – too small  – approx 1/2 of required 
(larger than m407) 
 
Also note that m404ss still used for starting 
heads.  Model discrepancy very obvious, with 
re-equilibrium achieved in approx. 5 years.  
Optimised starting heads will be required 
later. . . 

 m409 Use m404.  Calibration: Bridport Sands K reduction – all to K=0.05h, 0.02v 
m/d (was 0.5/0.2h, 0.2/0.08v) 

Stops at SP31.  As per m405, not enough 
water so model dries out at Long Newnton 
abstraction location. 

 Bridport Sands K reduction – all to K=0.1h, 0.005v m/d No convergence in SP1/TS1. 
Problem! 

 Bridport Sands K reduction – all to K=0.001h, 0.001v m/d No convergence in SP1/TS1.  Instability 
along the scarp slope area. 

18/1/06 m410 Use m409.  Calibration: Bridport Sands K reduction – all to K=0.05h, 0.02v 
m/d (was 0.5/0.2h, 0.2/0.08v).  BS unconfined storage Sy reduced 0.1 to 0.01 

Stops at SP19.  Again, not enough water so 
model dries out at Long Newnton. 
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  m410ss-a Use m410.  Calibration: Bridport Sands K reduction – all to K=0.1h, 0.01v m/d 
(was 0.5/0.2h, 0.2/0.08v).  BS unconfined storage Sy reduced 0.1 to 0.01 

Does not converge at 100 iterations. 

  m410ss-b Use m410ss-a.  Try variations on solver (NR) parameters: 
o Outer iterations = 400 (was 100) 
o Inner iterations = 600  (unchanged) 
o Orthogonalisations = 10 (unchanged) 
o Convergence criteria = 0.01 (unchanged) 
o Damping = no (unchanged) 
o Newton Raphson = yes (unchanged) 
o BFACT = 0.1 (was 0.2) 
o RESRED = 1.1 (was 110) 

Yes!!  Converges at 188 iterations. 
However, water levels are much too low – 
except at Upper Kilcott. 

  m410ss-c Retry with same solver parameters as m410ss-b. 
Use BS K = 0.05h/0.005v 

Looking good – water level up.  Bit too high 
in Didmarton/Foxley area now. 

  m410ss-d Use BS K = 0.07h/0.007v Weird – water levels even higher! 

  m410ss-e Use BS K = 0.09h/0.009v Good – levels approx correct. 
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Summary table. 
Apparent non-linear response:  A peak water level 
reached with BS Kh = 0.07. 
Note pattern of dry IO areas in model.  Seems that 
different areas of wetted IO aquifer are available to feed 
water (through IO) in different BS K scenarios. 

 
Target (range) 

m410ss-b 
m410ss-c 
m410ss-d 
m410ss-e 

 
U. Kilcott 

? 94 (90 – 96) 
98 
99 
99 
98 

 
Didmarton 

~80 (65 – 95) 
57 
87 
91 
73 

 
Foxley 

~75 (60 – 90) 
52 
81 
84 
67 

 
(BS Kh) 

 
(0.1) 

(0.05) 
(0.07) 
(0.09) 

 

 m411-a All settings as for m410ss-e above.  (NB: BS Sy = 0.01).  Full transient run. Non-convergence in SP44 (massive DD at 
S.Newnton, etc.)  .  IO pretty much dried out.  
Need to get more water down-dip to be 
available for abstraction. 
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 m411-b Try increase in BS storage: Sy = 0.1 Little effect. 

 m411-c Decrease BS K slightly: K = 0.07h/0.007v 
(i.e. use the K values that gave the highest gwls in m410ss-d previously) 

This does decrease the rate of gwl decline 
slightly, but still a major drying trend. 

 m411-d Try a lower BS Kh ( = 0.05) but higher Kv ( = 0.01) – poss will mound water 
higher in BS (i.e. move the scarp gw divide towards the scarp, thus allow 
more water to move down dip),  but release from BS storage to IO more 
easily?? 

Again a small improvement, but not v. much 

 m411-e Test  

 m412-a As m404.  Configure with low BS K along the scarp slope to force water back 
down the dip slope.  Low K confined to the BS outcrop area. 
Use BS K = 0.05h/0.02v 
Outcrop BS K = 0.01h/0.004v (5 times lower). 
Use m410ss-d.hds as starting heads, as these are highest (at least in the 
main basin). 

Heads fall rapidly, but only to ~ +20m at 
Didmarton, ~ 0-10 m at Foxley. 
Mass balance shows steady storage trend. 
So this config. Feeds enough water down dip 
to balance abstraction (even though gwls are 
too low). 
Mass balance shows spring outflows still 
much too high (what does this say about the 
overall mass balance?) 

 m412-b Try to increase down dip flows by increasing BS K:  = 0.1h/0.05v 
(keep outcrop BS K = 0.01h/0.005v, i.e. now 10 x lower) 

Heads and spring flows better, but not there 
yet. 

 m412-c Note: BS along scarp slope in layer 1(1m thick) still has high K values (same 
as main BS area in basin).  This may be influencing spring outflow / dip slope 
drainage, so reset 1ayer 1 (change zones 2 to 6, 4 to 6 in layer 1). 

Very minor rise in heads (~0.1m) at Foxley, 
but not significant. 

 m412-d Use m412-c.  Increase main BS K = 0.5h/0.2v. 
Retain outcrop BS K = 0.01h/0.004v. 

Amazing hydrograph match!  This implies 
that with the right component of flow back 
down the dip slope the conceptual model 
should be OK.  However, this configuration 
has unrealistic BS K . . . (dam along the 
scarp slope). 

 m412-e Use m412-d.  Remove outcrop zone (set zone 6 same as 2, 4). 
 
All BS K = 0.5h/0.2v. 
 
Unchanged from before: 
IO:  Sy = 0.001;  S = 0.00001 
BS:  Sy = 0.1;  S = 0.00001 

OK – it seems to work!!!  So why didn't it 
work before?  What has changed? 
 
Changes (wrt m404, which is near identical): 
- southern half of BS K = 0.2h/0.08v 
- IO K is the same (?? – check this) 
- Sy for BS and IO is the same 
- Starting heads m410ss-d (high) 
- Solver PCG4/N-R: BFACT = 0.1 (was 0.2) 
 RESRED = 1.1 (was 110) 
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 m413-a Sensitivity analysis. 
Use m412-e.  All BS increase to K = 0.6h/0.24v. 

Stable. 
 

 m413-b Sensitivity analysis. 
Use m412-e.  All BS decrease to K = 0.4h/0.16v. 

Stable. 

 m413-c Sensitivity analysis. 
Use m412-e. 
BS Sy increase 0.1 to 0.15 

 

 m413-d Sensitivity analysis. 
Use m412-e. 
BS Sy decrease 0.1 to 0.05 

 

 m413-e Sensitivity analysis. 
Use m412-e. 
IO K increase 40 to 50; 5.0 to 3.75 

 

 m413-f Sensitivity analysis. 
Use m412-e. 
IO K decrease 40 to 30; 5.0 to 6.25 

 

 m413-g Sensitivity analysis. 
Use m412-e. 
IO Sy increase 0.001 to 0.0015 

 

 m413-h Sensitivity analysis. 
Use m412-e. 
IO Sy decrease 0.001 to 0.0005 

 

 m413-v Sensitivity analysis. 
Use m413-a. 
Starting heads = m413-a.hds (SP=80, TS=5) 

 

 m414-a Scenario 1:  Historical. 
Use m413-a. 
Starting heads = m410ss-d.hds  - as this gives  

 

 m414-b Scenario 2:  No stream support. 
Use m413-a. 
No SS abstraction from IO sources (Hull., Luck., Stan. & Tet.). 
 

 

 m414-c Scenario 3.  Stream support at licence. 
Use m413-a. 
SS abstraction from IO sources (Luck., Stan. & Tet.) at 2500 m3/d (during the 
months when historic abstraction has occurred). 
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 m415 Use these runs to test the long-term stability of the model, i.e. with regard to 
the effects of storage and the issue of incorrect starting heads. 
So in each case, run I uses generic starting heads (m410ss-d), run 2 uses 
the final heads from run 1. 
NOTE: Shipton Moyne PWS abstraction switched off for these runs.  This is 
because it did not function during the later part of the modelled period, and 
will thus be a confounding factor in the analysis of long-term effects. 

 

 m415a1 Historical scenario as per m414-a.  

 m415a2 a/a Run 2  

 m415b1 No stream support as per m414-b.  

 m415b2 a/a Run 2  

 m500a Reconfigure model to use weekly Stress Periods.  Total 624 SPs. 
Import new time series for: 
- SS well abstraction rates 
- PWS wells abstraction rates 
- Recharge 
Redefine SP setup - use one TS for each SP. 
Also: -  

 

 m501a Three layer - to see if bypass recharge mechanism (i.e. rapid flow downdip in 
thin high T layer at base of IO) can be directly simulated.  New layer 2 = 1 m 
thick. 
Kh = 1000, Kv = 1 

Difficulties converging.  Only gets to SP XXX. 

 m501b A/a, Kh = 500, Kv = 40 Also falls over, this time after 34 SPs. 

 m502a Bypass recharge directly simulated using a zone (3) along the (current, 
approximate) edge of IO 'lake'.  Recharge set to top active layer.  New 
recharge area the same as the original escarpment (outcrop) zone = 3697.61 
ha.  10% of recharge applied to bypass zone, outcrop recharge reduced to 
90%. 
Based on m500a - K/Sy/S the same. 

Good result.  Note: 
- very 'spiky' response.  No delay on timing of 
gwl response to recharge peaks (should be 
slight delay e.g. 2 to 3 weeks). 
- too much water reaches IO 'lake'. 
- edge of lake has moved updip, so bypass 
recharge zone is now well within the 'lake'. 

 m502b a/a - 10% to bypass recharge zone 3.  

 m502c a/a - 7% to bypass recharge zone 3.  

 m502d a/a - 5% to bypass recharge zone 3.  

 m502e Use 7% bypass recharge.  Reduce BS Kh 0.6 to 0.5 m/d for all zones, Kv 
reduced 0.24 to 0.2 m/d. 

Good.  Follow this up.  See m502h. 

 m502f Use 7% bypass recharge.  Reduce BS Sy 0.1 to 0.08  

 m502g Use 7% bypass recharge.  Reduce BS Sy 0.1 to 0.05  
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 m502h As m502c. 
Repeat of m502e (7% bypass), but using smoothed bypass recharge time 
series (to zone 3).  Smoothing using central average of three adjacent equally 
weighted SP values. 

Very good winter match, though gwl 
fluctuations still a bit too apparent - therefore 
additional smoothing good?.  Poss. 3 week 
delay for the bypass recharge would be 
good?  Suggest use a five week average, 
delayed by three weeks. 

 m502h2 Use m502h.hds (SP 624) for starting heads, and re-run m502h.  "Back-to-
back". 

Winter heads have dropped a bit.  Summer 
lows generally very good, but 2003 summer 
low is now too low.  8% bypass may work 
better for back-to-back?? 

 m502i Use m502h.hds (SP 624) for starting heads.  Use 8% bypass recharge, 
centrally averaged over 5 weeks, delayed by 3 weeks (i.e. average of 
weeks 1 to 5 is applied to week 6). 

 

 m502j Repeat of m502i (, but with IO K increased 40 to 50 m/d.  This is to see if the 
excessive modelled SW - NE hydraulic gradient within the IO 'pool' can be 
reduced.  Use m502h.hds (SP 624) for starting heads. 

Some reduction, but not enough . . . 

 m502j2   

 m502j3   

 m502k To compare with m502j series.  No SS abstraction from IO sources (Hull., 
Luck., Stan. & Tet. switched off).  Use m502h.hds (SP 624) for starting 
heads. 

 

 m503a Configure a different bypass recharge zone (4) further updip, to address the 
twin issues noted in m502a - the 'spiky' response, and the lack of (slight) 
delay.  Same area as m502 z3 (3697ha), but close to the outcrop recharge 
area.  2% bypass.  K/Sy/S as for m500a. 

Very little additional effect over m500a. 

 m503b a/a, with 5% bypass recharge.  

 m503c ??  

    

 

 m600 As m502 but with new recharge values, and extended to end 2005.  

 m601 As m600 with 20% bypass recharge Recovery too high, recession good 

 m602 As m600 with 10% bypass recharge Recovery too low, recession good 

 m603 As m600 with 15% bypass recharge Very good but spiky 

 m603a As m603 with smoothed recharge Very good, main issue is boxwell and kilcott 
show declining storage, is it from poor 
starting heads? 

 m603a2 Rerun of m603 using starting heads of previous run SS 572 (i.e do not run 
the 2003 pumping stress again), i.e years 14-28 

Up to 8 m or so drop in levels 
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 m603a3 a/a Up to 2 m or so drop in levels 

 m603a4 a/a Up to 1 m or so drop in levels - stabilised 

 m604a Use 23% bypass.  Based on 9 m drop in levels overall to stabilise, approx 3 
m per 5%.  Use m603a1 starting heads @ SP572.  Note: BS Sy = 0.1 

 

 m604a2 a/a.  Starting heads = m604a SP572.  

 m604a3 a/a.  Starting heads = m604a2 SP572. Levels stabilise quickly.  Still issue of reduced 
recovery after 2003 pumping. 

 m605a Use m604. Lower BS (east) Sy to 0.05 (including area that becomes 
unconfined during 2003 pumping) to try and increase recovery after 2003 
recession.  Starting heads = m604a3 SP572.   

 

 m605b Use m604.  Increase BS (west) Sy to 0.2  (excluding area that becomes 
unconfined during 2003 pumping) to try and increase recovery after 2003 
recession.  Starting heads = m604a3 SP572.   

Recoveries in 2004-5 improve, but 
recessions rise correspondingly. 

 m606 Use m604. Change stream support abstractions for 2003 to same as 2002, to 
compare recovery of system without a deep recession.  Starting heads = 
m604a3 SP572.   

Much higher recovery as less water removed 
from storage, recession mimics 2002 

 m607a Use m604.  Reduce BS K from 0.6 to 0.1 m/d in eastern part of model using 
same dividing line as per Sy in m605. 

 

 m607b Repeat m607a, but reduce BS K in eastern part of model from 0.6 to 0.5 m/d.  

1/8/06 m608 Use m604.  Reduce BS K across whole model from 0.6 (0.24v) to 0.5 (0.2v) 
m/d.  Starting heads = m604a3 SP572. 

This is to try to steepen the 2004 summer 
recession slope (currently too shallow). 
->  

2/8/06 m609 Use m605b (west BS SY incr. to 0.2), and combine with m607b (east BS K 
reduce to 0.5h/0.2v m/d). 

 

9/8/06 m610 Use m609 (i.e. with west BS SY incr. to 0.2), and combine with constant 
gradient K in BS (0.7 in W to 0.4 in E). 

 

 m611 Use base case m604.  Reduce BS Sy 10 to 7.5 across whole area.  Starting 
heads = m604a2 SP572. 

 

10/8/06 m612a Use m604.  Reduce fault (river cell) conductance by 50%: 'bed' hydraulic 
conductivity changed 0.02 to 0.01 m/d. 
Starting heads = m604a2 SP572. 

This raises heads throughout. 

 m612b Use m604.  Increase fault (river cell) conductance by 100%: 'bed' hydraulic 
conductivity changed 0.02 to 0.04 m/d. 
Starting heads = m604a2 SP572. 

 

 m613 Use m604.  Increase bypass recharge for 2003 winter recovery period (only) 
from 23 to 25% (with proportional outcrop reduction 77 to 75%). 
Starting heads = m604a2 SP572. 
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9/9/06 m614a Use m604.  Starting heads = m604a2 SP572. 
Add new K zone on the eastern side of the model in the IO.  K reduced from 
40 to 20 m/d. 

This aims to give lower heads at Brock/Fox 
during 2003 recession by having lower T in 
area, therefore more drawdown. 

 m614b As m614a, but use K = 10 m/d.  

 m614c As m614a, but use K = 5 m/d.  

 m615 As 614c (i.e. with additional IO zone at K=5m/d), but including increased fault 
'bed' conductance as per m612b. 

 

 m616a Replicate 604a series, but Scenaro 2 (= 502k): i.e. no SS abstraction from IO 
sources (Hull., Luck., Stan. & Tet. switched off). 
Use m604a2.hds (SP 572) for starting heads. 

 

 m616a2 a/a.  Starting heads = m616a SP572.  

 m617a Use m604.  Re-divide BS K into two zones (use line through Didmarton to 
Hullavington).  Retain N at 0.6/0.24, set S at 0.2/0.08 m/d. 
Starting heads = m604a2 SP572. 

 

 m618 Use m604.  Set IO K to increase across model from SW to NE.  3 zones.   

 m619 Use m604.  Start to develop 'Butterfly' model.  Aim to match pattern of gwl 
contours at recharge/recession conditions. 

 

 m620 Use m619.  a/a  

 m621 Use m620.  a/a  

 m622 Use m621.  Further develop the match with hi/lo gwl contours.  Extend the 
low K IO areas in southern part of model - zone 3 (= 1 m/d) and zone 7 (= 5 
m/d).  ALSO - bypass recharge zone extended over the whole of the IO 'pool' 
area, to try to reduce the effect of localised recharge producing an elongate 
mound near the pool edge. 

 

 m623 Use m622.  Oh . . . Spreading the bypass recharge over the whole 'pool' area 
means that the new low K zones are included - which results in v high gwls 
over these areas during the winter peaks . . . so rerun using the original 
recharge distribution to test the m622 IO K distribution. 

 

 m624 Use m604.  Try a new concept.  Apply WALLS to all significant faults across 
area - esp. the central part. 

 

 m625 Use m624 (with fault walls).  Incorporate best of the 6xx series. 
 

 

 m626 Develop m625 approach further.  
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22/11/06 m627 Based on m604a.  Imported K zones from m621 to represent a high K zone in 
the N area (zone 8).  Value changed form 100m/d to 80 m/d. 
Added the very high k zone that connects Bad./Luck. 
Added a slurry wall (Cond 10-6) between Hull and Fox. 
Extended 1 m/d K zone around Fox along east model bound to area with 0.1 
m/d K zone around SWT. 
Extended 5 m/d zone around Hull to east and south model boundaries 

Good match on Nesley, Broke and Foxley. 
Slightly poorer at Foxley in 04/05 compared 
to Nes and Broke. 
Same issue with Didmarton and Stanbridge 
which have a different observed behaviour at 
and after 2003 recession.   
Badminton and Luckington not enough DD. 
and recovery too steep. 

22/11 - 
23/11/07 

m628 Initial base case to test additional conceptual variations and scenarios.  
Same as m627 without higher K zone in the north, K zone 1 is 40m/d. 

CALIBRATION ACCEPTABLE. 

 

Additional runs to test conceptual ideas.  All based on m628. 

DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

23/11/06 m629 m628 (base case) increased Sy of BS in Nothern area from 0.10 to 0.15  not much change observed 

23/11/06 m630 m628 (base case) with decreased K in BS in the south to 0.3 m/d 
!! Problem, Sy in BS in north wrong. 

Very significant drawdown, but that's 
because of a mistake.  Sy in BS in north area 
has been set to 0.01 (1%) instead of 10%. 

24/11/06 m631 from 630, correct Sy in BS in north (back to 0.1 (as in m628), reduce Sy in BS 
in south (0.05). K in BS in south back to 0.6m/d as in m628 

 

27/11/06 m632 from base case with decreased K in BS in the south to Kh=0.3 m/d and 
Kv=0.12m/d 

very significant impacts increasing DD in 
2003 even in the North.  

28/11/06 m633 from 628, increase BS Sy in the north to 15% and BS K in the north to 
(0.7/0.28) 

 

29/11/06 m634 from 628, extend the wall to the NW across the entire pool in IO.  increase K 
(0.7/0.28) and Sy (15%) in BS in North as m633 and decrease K (0.5/0.20) 
and Sy (5%) in BS in the South +  increase area of lower K around Foxley (1 
m/d) to the north toward Shipton Moyne  

 

29/11/06 m635 based on m628 - add a river boundary (reach 111) at Shipton Moyne with 
heads from Brock 211 (GO) and conductance =40 

 

29/11/06 m635a same as above with cond = 400  
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DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

30/11/06 m636 m634 + leakage at Shipton Moyne with cond=200 In north: winter recovery heads lowered, 
presumably by excessive SM leakage.  
Summer recessions good, 2003 OK (Fox 
~6m too low). 
In centre: overall good.  Winter recoveries 
pre-2003 too high, too spiky. 
In south: overall not bad.  Winter peaks pre-
2003 a bit too high, Summer recessions a bit 
too shallow.  Winter recoveries a bit too fast, 
tops still too flat. 

8/12/06 m637 Based on m636. 
BS K = 0.7/0.28 (zone 2) in the north, = 0.6/0.24 (zone 6) in the centre, = 
0.5/0.2 (zone 4) in the south. 
IO fault barrier as far as Stanbridge. 
Extend Foxley and Hullavington low K zones to the west. 
Leakage at Shipton Moyne with cond = 50. 

 

7/3/07 m638 Use m628 base case, and test northern lateral leakage concept. 
Add GHB cells along section of boundary Long Newnton to Chavenage, 
conductance set to 5 m/d, head sequence set to Avening monthly averages. 

Perfect match at Brock., much improved fit at 
Fox.  Nes. very good but Chavenage too 
high. 
Significant effect raising heads/worsening fit 
in mid/southern area - suggests as usual that 
the two halves need to be separated more. 

9/3/07 m639 From m638 results - aim to isolate N/S, add lateral leakage. 
Based on m634 to separate N/S, add GHBs from m638 - but remove close to 
Chavenage as excessive effect raising summer recession heads here. 

 

14/3/07 m640 Based on m637; SM river cell set to cond = 20 and add m639 GHBs (with 
slight extension to SE). 
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Sensitivity analyses.  All based on m628. 
3/4/07 m628-sens1A Documented in report.  
3/4/07 m628-sens1B   
3/4/07 m628-sens2A   
3/4/07 m628-sens2B   
3/4/07 m628-sens3A   
4/4/07 m628-sens3B   
3/4/07 m628-sens4A   
3/4/07 m628-sens4B   
4/4/07 m628-sens5A   
4/4/07 m628-sens5B   
4/4/07 m628-sens6A   
4/4/07 m628-sens6B   
4/4/07 m628-sens7A   
4/4/07 m628-sens7B   
5/4/07 m628-sens8A   
5/4/07 m628-sens8B   
10/4/07 m628-sens9A   
10/4/07 m628-sens9B   
23/4/07 m628-sens10A   
23/4/07 m628-sens10B   
 

 

Model extensions. 

DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

9/3/07 m628-X1 Use m628 base case model and use additional data from IC to extend 
for two years 2006-2007. 

 

Oct -08 m628-X2 Two yr extension (2007/2008 data) to original model m628  
Aug-2009 M628-X3 One yr extension (2008 data) to m628  
Aug-2009 M628-X3-fault Fault leakage concept on X3.   
Aug-2009 M628-X3-Sy X3 with lowered IO Sy in southern region (below wall)  
Aug-2009 M628-X3-SyW X3 with lower IO Sy in south and an extended wall  
Mar-10 M628-X4 One yr extension (2009 data) to m628  
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Scenario runs #1. 

DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Jun-10 m628-X4-Z1 
m628-X4-Z2 
m628-X4-Z3 

One year predictive models using low (1990) recharge and Z1, Z2 & Z3 
abstraction rates. 

 

Jun-10 m628-F1a 
m628-F1b 
m628-F2a 
m628-F2b 
m628-F3a 
m628-F3b 
 

Three year predictive (‘failure’) models (156 SP) to test sustainability of IO 
aquifer, using three different recharge patterns.  All use three ‘dry’ summers 
(1990, 1995, 2003), with varying amounts of recharge over the second 
winter (Dec-Apr): 
F1 = low winter recharge (1975/76) 
F2 = average winter recharge (1983/84) 
F3 = maximum winter recharge (1994/95) 
Two variations to take account of Tetbury PWS possibilities: 
a = Tetbury at full rate (1200 ML/a = 3.29 ML/d) 
b = Tetbury at lower rate (2 ML/d) 
 
Starting heads = m628-X4, SP 884 (TS 1), i.e. end of 2008.  Additional 
check to make sure recharge sequence uses correct preceding 5 SPs for 
initial rolling averages. 

 

Nov-10 m628-F4 As for m628-F1 above, but with  Shipton Moyne active for 9 months  
m628-F5 As for m628-F1 above, but with  Shipton Moyne active for 12 months  

Jan-11 m628-F6 As for m628-F1b, but with: PWS - Shipton Moyne  rates increased to give 
~250 Ml/year (over 3 months at 2.75 Ml/d); SS - all same as m628-F1b. 

 

m628-F7 As for m628-F1b, but with: PWS - Shipton Moyne increased to 610 Ml/year; 
SS - all decreased to compensate for higher SM rates (but sufficient to meet 
lower river flow targets). 

 

m628-F7a As for m628-F7, but with Shipton Moyne increased again (with winter 
abstraction), to 790 Ml/year. 

 

Feb-11 m628-F8 Additional model run to explore anomalous model response: ‘why does 
abstraction early in year [F7] result in significantly higher gwls at year end 
compared with abstraction later in the year [F6], even though the overall 
(annual) volume of water abstracted is the same??’ 
Shipton Moyne set at 4Ml/d May-Jul and LN reduced by 4 Ml/d over Aug-
Oct. 

 

Mar-11 m628-F9 As for m628-F6, but with Shipton Moyne abstraction (~250 Ml/a) spread 
over 7 months (at 1.2 Ml/d). 
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DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Apr-11 m628-X4a Variation on base case model (m628-X4), to ‘backcast’ the response during 
2003 if the high pumping rate ‘stress test’ hadn’t been carried out. 
Details from IC: 
 Using model run F1b, with the following changes (for the whole model 

period) 
 Long Newnton at 8 Ml/d (replacing the historic data in years prior to 

2009)  
 Tetbury PWS at 2 Ml/d (replacing the historic data in years prior to 

2009) 
 Shipton Moyne at 2.75 Ml/d: 1 April to 31 July (253 Ml) in each year 
 Shipton Moyne remove the 4 Ml/d for 2 week in October 
 Change 2003 SS rate to those listed in the attached - these are the 

predicted rates required in 2003 to maintain the targets. NB no change 
to Hullavington (stays at historic rates in 2003) 

 

 

m628-F10 Failure scenario added on the end (2008) of the X4a sequence.  F10 differs 
from F1b in that: 1) LN, Tet & SM are same as X4a; 2) starting heads are 
set at X4a / end 2008.  SS unchanged. 

 

May-11 m628-X4b Variation on m628-X4a - without SM 
 

 

Jun-11 m628-X4c Variation on m628-X4a - with SM abstraction pattern for every year (1992 to 
2009) as: 
 Jan/Feb/Mar/Apr = 2 Ml/d 
 May/Jun/Jul/Aug/Sep/Oct/Nov = 4 Ml/d 
 Dec = 2 Ml/d 

 

m628-F6a Variation on F6. 
From 1 June to 30 November: 
 Increase Stanbridge SS by 1 Ml/d (even if the SS is zero, then it will be 

1 Ml/d) 
 Increase Tetbury SS by 1 Ml/d 
 Increase Long Newnton SS by 1 Ml/d  

 

m628-F6b Further variation on F6. 
From 1 June to 30 November: 
 Increase Stanbridge SS by 2 Ml/d (even if the SS is zero, then it will be 

2 Ml/d) 
 Increase Tetbury SS by 2 Ml/d 
 Increase Long Newnton SS by 2 Ml/d  

 

m628-X4d Based on m628-X4b, but with Shipton Moyne and Long Newnton PWS set 
as follows: 
 SM = 3 Ml/d Dec – Apr, 6 May – Nov 
 LN = 3 Ml/d throughout 
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DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Jul-11 m628-X4e Re-run of m628-X4 with detailed drain reach definitions – for scarp slope 
outflow analysis. 

 

m628-X4f As m628-X4(e), but with BS Sy (zone 2) reduced to 5% (0.05) from original 
10%. 
This is to see if scarp slope outflows can be increased and gwl ‘memory’ of 
system reduced, without messing up IO heads too much. 

 

 m628-X4g Develop X4f further, increase BS k from 0.6 to 0.7, allowing more water to 
drain out of sands and boost heads (reducing extent of head drops induced 
by initial Sy reduction).  Sy retained at 5% (0.05). 

 

 m628-X4h Run requested 7/7/11. 
“The premise here is to allow 12 Ml/d to be abstracted from LN/SM when 
the IO water level is above the control curve.  By looking at previous runs 
this typically only occurs in summer.  The attached gives LN and SM 
profiles to be used in this run.  Assume M628-X4b forms the base run as for 
the last run (X4d).”  [Instructions provided] 

NOTE:  Additional layer 2 targets (version 1) 
added to Kilcott and Boxwell areas to allow 
analysis of geometry influence, etc. 

 m650 Use m628-X4e. Modify drain cell elevations in Ozleworth valley to 
simulate actual stream elevations more closely, to see if this improves 
the simulation of the Ozleworth valley discharge (baseflow + spring 
outflows).  Top & bottom elevations of layers 1 & 2 adjusted to suit. 

NEW BASE-CASE / ‘CALIBRATION’ 
VERSION. 

 m651 Modification of localised layer geometry (top elevation BS/layer 2), to 
improve simulation of gw heads in Upper Kilcott and Boxwell areas.  Also to 
see if the changes in the Boxwell area will improve the simulation of the 
Ozleworth valley discharge (baseflow + spring outflows). 

Complex exercise to smoothly alter the local 
layer elevation over approx 450 model cells. 
Not completed so far.   

Mar-11 m650a Five new observation locations added (Leigh Delamere, etc) to m650.  This 
was done by replacing the first five entries in the .OBS  file with the 
alternative lay/row/col details. 

Excellent match of results with observation 
data. 

 m652 Quick test of IO Kh/Kv importance. 
Use m650 and set Kv at 1/5 (20%) of Kh for all IO zones. 

All hydrographs are essentially the same as 
m650 (actually m652 is 13 mm higher than 
m650 at the end of the Didmarton time 
sequence) 

Apr-11 m653 Further test IO Kv (i.e. a sensitivity run). Use m652 and reduce IO Kv by a 
further factor of 4, so now at Kh/20 (5%) for all IO zones. 

As above.  Now a 36 mm difference. 

 m654 Simple model reconfiguration to determine outcrop area (km2) where 
recharge is applied.  Steady state, SP1 only. 
For SP1: 0.0006 m/d applied to recharge zone 2 (outcrop); zone 3 (bypass) 
set to zero. 

 Simplified model reports a mass balance 
recharge rate of 22181 m3/d, for an 
outcrop zone recharge of 0.0006 m/d. 

 Hence active model recharge area = 
22181/0.0006 = 36.97 km2. 
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Scenario runs #2. 

DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Aug-11 m650-1 BW at 9 Ml/d. 
As m650 but with m628-X4d abstraction pattern.  Note that X4d based 
on X4b, which is based on X4a, which is based on X4. 
Configuration requested: 
 LN at 3 Ml/d all the time 
 SM 3 Ml/d Dec-Apr, 6 Ml/d May to Nov 
 2003 SS rate reduced to actual need (~1700 Ml) 

Additional info based on X4a config: 
 Tetbury PWS at 2 Ml/d (replacing the historic data in years prior to 

2009) 
 Change 2003 SS rate to those listed in the attached - these are the 

predicted rates required in 2003 to maintain the targets. NB no 
change to Hullavington (stays at historic rates in 2003) 

 

 m650-2 BW at 12 (limited winter take). 
As m650 but with m628-X4h abstraction pattern. 
 LN at 3 Ml/d all the time, 6 Ml/d when allowed by control curve 
 SM 3 Ml/d Dec-Apr, 6 Ml/d May to Nov 
 2003 Ss rate reduced to actual need (~1700 Ml) 

 

 m650-3 BW at 12 (all the time). 
As m650 but with: 
 LN at 6 Ml/d all the time 
 SM 3 Ml/d Dec-Apr, 6 Ml/d May to Nov 
 2003 SS rate reduced to actual need (~1700 Ml) 

Base this run on m650-1, but change LN rate to -6000. 

 

  
The following are 3 year runs (previous called ‘failure’ runs) all based on Run F6. 
No change to recharge and SS in F6 (except SS changes in 2 runs see below), but LN, Tetbury and SM change. 
For starting heads use end of 2008 data from one of the runs above (M650 to -3) as the starting head.  
Use m650 to incorporate improved representation of Ozleworth valley geometry and drains; modify recharge and SS as for F6. 
 

 m650-4 Base A 
 LN at 8 Ml/d all the time 
 Tetbury at 2 Ml/d all the time 
 SM: 14 days at 4 Ml/d in Oct (1-14th) 
 Starting head m650 @ 30-Dec-08 (= SP884) 
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DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

 m650-5 Base B  
 LN at 2 Ml/d all the time 
 Tetbury at 2 Ml/d all the time 
 SM: 3 Ml/d Dec-Apr, 6 Ml/d May to Nov. 
 Starting head m650 @ 30-Dec-08 (= SP884) 

 

 m650-6 BW at 9 Ml/d 
 LN at 3 Ml/d all the time 
 Tetbury at 2 Ml/d all the time 
 SM: 3 Ml/d Dec-Apr, 6 Ml/d May to Nov 
 Starting head m650-1 @ 30-Dec-08 (= SP884) 

 

 m650-7 BW at 9 Ml/d plus lower SS 
 LN at 3 Ml/d all the time 
 Tetbury at 2 Ml/d all the time 
 SM: 3 Ml/d Dec-Apr, 6 Ml/d May to Nov  

SS rate changes.  In 1990 alter SS rates as follows (also see data file 
‘SS data for m650-7.xls’).  For Luckington and Tetbury: 
 15 July to 13 Aug reduce by 0.7 Ml/d each 
 14 Aug to 25 Oct reduce by 1.4 Ml/d each 
 Starting heads m650-1 @ 30-Dec-08 (= SP884) 

(This should reduce SS demand by 246 Ml). 
 

 m650-8 BW at 12 Ml/d - limited winter take 
 LN at 3 Ml/d all the time 
 Tetbury at 2 Ml/d all the time 
 SM: 3 Ml/d Dec-Apr, 6 Ml/d May to Nov 
 Starting heads m650-2 @ 30-Dec-08 (= SP884) 

 

 m650-9 BW at 12 Ml/d - limited winter take plus lower SS 
 LN at 3 Ml/d all the time 
 Tetbury at 2 Ml/d all the time 
 SM: 3 Ml/d Dec-Apr, 6 Ml/d May to Nov 

In 1990 alter SS rates as follows (also see data file ‘SS data for m650-
7.xls’).  For Luckington and Tetbury: 
 15 July to 13 Aug reduce by 0.7 Ml/d each 
 14 Aug to 25 Oct reduce by 1.4 Ml/d each 
 Starting heads m650-2 @ 30-Dec-08 (= SP884) 

(This should reduce SS demand by 246 Ml). 
 

 m650-10 BW at 12 Ml/d (all the time) 
 LN at 6 Ml/d all the time 
 Tetbury at 2 Ml/d all the time 
 SM: 3 Ml/d Dec-Apr, 6 Ml/d May to Nov 
 Starting heads m650-3 @ 30-Dec-08 (= SP884) 
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Scenario runs #3. 

DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Dec-11 m650-11 Variation on run m650-1: 

 Shipton Moyne 5 Ml/d all the time 
 

 

 m650-12 Variation on run m650-1: 

 Shipton Moyne 2.5 Ml/d (rather than 3) Dec-Apr, 5 Ml/d (rather than 
6) May to Nov. 

 

 

 m650-13 Variation on run m650-1: 

 Shipton Moyne 2.5 Ml/d (rather than 3) Dec-Apr, 4.3 Ml/d (rather than 
6) May to Nov. 

 Long Newnton 3 Ml/d Dec-Apr, 2.1 Ml/d May to Nov 
 

 

 
 

DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Mar-12 m660 Naturalised run #1 
 
Based on m650:   
 All PWS and SS switched off. 
 All stream leakage (injection wells) switched off. 

All ‘wells’ were switched off by disabling well 
package creation and assigning ‘0’ as CBC 
and Unit numbers. 

m660-1 Re-run of m660, but using final heads (SP936, TS1) of m660 as starting 
heads. 

a/a 
Determined that two of the three stream 
sections where “injection wells” are located 
(to simulate inflow from the streams) are 
perched in this run, i.e. the inflow is needed. 

m661 Switch all well BCs back on, but then set all abstraction wells to SS and 
zero rate, only leaving the Ozleworth and Kilcott stream loss ‘wells’ 
operating. 
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DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Jul-12 m670aSS 
m670a 
m670b 

Based on m650 (signed off calibrated model) 
Long term simulation: 1978-2011. 
  
  

 

 m671aSS-x 
m671a-x 
m671b-x 
m671a2-x 

SS is used to generate starting heads, using 671a SP1 config under 
steady state conditions. 
 
m671a,b: as m670ab, but with Tetbury PWS set at 2.2 Ml/d all the time. 
 
a2 uses different starting heads to check importance of this model 
parameter – and to test the hypothesis that the selected heads are not 
important, because the heads converge over ten years or so of 
simulation. 
 
Note that these runs have been labelled ‘-x’, as they have been replaced 
by m671 config below (using different starting heads). 

 

Oct-12 m671a 
m671b 

m671a,b: re-done using m670aSS as starting heads 
 

 

 m672a 
m672b 

Only change to Shipton Moyne, reducing winter (1 Dec - 30 Apr) to 2.2 
Ml/d (50% reduction). 
 
m670aSS as starting heads 

 

 m673a 
m673b 

Change to Shipton Moyne and Long Newnton: 
 Shipton Moyne: Dec-Apr 3 Ml/d, 6 Ml/d at other times 
 Long Newnton: 2 Ml/d all the time 

 
m670aSS as starting heads 

 

 m674a 
m674b 

as 672 (Shipton Moyne winter change) plus Tetbury PWS reduced to 2.2 
Ml/d all the time. 
 
m670aSS as starting heads 

Problem identified with mass balance: 
appears to be excess water held in storage in 
BS, resulting in long-term release of water 
from this store.  BS heads checked. 
Thought to result from SS configuration (high 
recharge period) used to generate starting 
heads. 

 m675a 
m675b 

Test analysis of problem with starting heads: use SP884 (Dec 2011) 
heads from m674b as starting heads.  This should remove much of BS 
storage artefact.  
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DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Nov. 12 m676a Based on Run 673. 
  

 No change to Shipton Moyne/Long Newnton 
 Tetbury PWS set at 2.1 Ml/d all the time (down from 2.2 Ml/d)  

[no: actually down from 3.29 Ml/d, i.e. this is what Tetbury PWS 
was set at in m623] 

 Adjust SS in 1990 as follows: 
  
Reduce Tetbury SS and Luckington SS rate by 1.4 Ml/d each from 1 
Sept to 30 Nov 1990 (only in this year).   
 
m670aSS as starting heads 

 

Dec. 12 m677a, b 
- plus c to h 

120 year simulation – i.e. using 4 double runs back-to-back. 
Use m673a,b as starting model. 
 
Full recharge sequence supplied (i.e. includes last 9 months of 2011), 
and used to complete initial 5 weeks of zone 3 (smoothed) model rates. 
Tetbury SS reduced. 
 
m670aSS selected as starting heads (same as previous m67X runs). 

Mistake made with setting up initial heads, so 
re-run required. 
 

Jan. 2013 m678a, b, c, d Using Run 677 as the base run, repeat with the following change: 
 Long Newnton at 0.5 Ml/d all the time (rather than 2 Ml/d). 

  
60 year simulation (2 double runs). 
m670aSS as starting heads (same as previous m67X runs). 

 

 m679a, b, c, d ASR Run 
Use Run 677 as the base (recharge, PWS and SS etc). 
Add in 3 injection wells at the SS sites (same cell or adjacent cell). 
 
60 year simulation (2 double runs). 
m670aSS as starting heads (same as previous m67X runs). 

 

 m680a, b, c, d Natural run 
To see how the (model predicts) the system actually works when no 
abstraction in place: i.e. investigate potential natural overflow levels and 
thus max level the aquifer might get to. 

 

 m681a, b 
- plus c to h 

Repeat Run 678 for the full time period (136 years), but with one 
change, no SS reduction in 1990s and 2011s.  The SS input with this 
change is attached, labelled SS input for Run 681. 
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Feb. 2013 m682a, b 
- plus c to h 

A repeat of m679 (ASR) for the full period (136 years), but with 2 
changes: 
a) lower injection rate, see attached files (second ASR profile Jan 
2013.xlsx) and   
b) No SS reduction in 1990s and 2011s, use SS input supplied. 

 

 m683a, b 
- plus c to h 

This one is similar to ASR, but rather than injecting GO water, the winter 
GO water (surplus winter WW PWS (GO)) is used by BW instead of the 
IO abstraction at LN & SM, effectively a 5 Ml/d reduction in IO take 
between 1 Dec & 30 Apr (2.07 Ml/d as an annual average).  Assuming 
BW would entertain such an idea, this is 'better' than ASR as it happens 
for 151 day each year, whereas ASR to only 70 days some years (based 
on initial ASR rules).   
  
The PWS and SS rates (SS as used in 681 & 682) to apply are detailed 
in the attached. 
  
A 'full' set of runs - all 136 years 

 

Oct. 2013 m684a, b 
- plus c to h 

Variations on proposed licence rates.  

 m685a, b 
- plus c to h 

Long Newnton rate reduced by 1.5 Ml/d  

 m686a, b 
- plus c to h 

Based on m685, but with a change to the SM profile – on average 0.177 
Ml/d less abstraction.  This revised profile is due to applying a control 
curve to the m685 output, which triggers a transfer to BW 
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Dec. 2015 m687a, b 
- plus c to h 

Proposed licence. 
Existing m687 model re-run to extract data for scarp slope outflows. 
 
Outflow data processed as for original model m677. 

Model run for full 136 year duration: 8 runs 
for each model (884 stress periods in each 
run = 52 weeks x 17 years duration; 136 
years total = 8 runs x 17 years each).  There 
is a two run (34 year) recharge time 
sequence in m687 that is thus repeated four 
times 

Dec. 2015 m688a, b, c Existing license. 
Based on m687.  PWS rates used from spreadsheet supplied [DM-
#1730821-v1-
Weekly_bristol_Water_PWS_profiles_for_current_licences_malms-
Avon.XLSX]. 
 
Scarp slope outflow data processed. 

Too much abstraction for the model to handle 
– at least with its current configuration. 
Water levels in the IO dropped fast, and due 
to the simple well boundary type used, in an 
uncontrolled way. 
Model failed to converge at SP431 in m688c 
(third run in the sequence). 

Dec. 2015 m689a, b 
- plus c to h 

‘Natural conditions’ – i.e. no abstraction wells.  Original simulation m661 
used as configuration guide. 
 
Based on m687.  Includes operational ‘wells’ to simulate Kilcott Stream 
and Ozleworth Stream inflows, but Nailsworth and Upper Chalkley 
stream inflows switched off as m661. 
 
Note: uses m660 (SP936, TS1) as initial starting heads. 
 
Scarp slope outflow data processed. 

Not able to use the original ‘natural’ run 
(m661) for direct comparison, as this used a 
different configuration (single run of 936 SPs 
= 18 years, and a different set of recharge 
values). 

Jan. 2016 m690a, b, c Re-run of Existing Licence pumping rates, using MODFLOW-SURFACT 
fracture wells to limit possible drawdown at main abstraction points. 

 

Jan. 2016 m650rep Repeat run of original ‘base-case / calibration’ model referenced in 
report. 
Stream leakage rates i.e. model inflows (Kilcott Stream, Ozleworth 
Stream, Nailsworth and Upper Chalkley) as listed in project report. 
Output data processed for full mass balance report. 
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Mar. 2016 m700 
 

Modification of m650 (current ‘calibration’ run), with modelled duration 
extended to 31 Dec 2015. 
 
Extended recharge (with bypass set at 1mm and 10% as per original), 
plus PWS and SS data supplied in email from IC dated 14 March 2016. 
 

Additional 312 SP added to original 936 
giving new total 1248 SP. 
Problem with auto-change to matrix format 
for recharge in GWV … overcome by 
exporting separate matrix files, merging and 
importing into m700. 
Time series for PWS, SS, stream leakage 
and river (fault) BCs all extended. 
 

Mar. 2016 m701 As per m700, but with Nailsworth stream bed leakage rate set to zero all 
the time (originally set at 1.5 Ml/d in m650/700). 

To investigate the contribution this leakage 
makes to modelled groundwater levels. 

Mar. 2016 m702 
 

As per m700, but with Ozleworth stream bed leakage rate set to zero all 
the time (originally set at 0.5 or 2.5 Ml/d in m650/700). 

To investigate the contribution this leakage 
makes to modelled groundwater levels. 

Mar. 2016 m703 
 

As per 700, but with a modified recharge sequence, as supplied by IC.  
In this sequence the bypass criteria is: >=10mm and 50%.   
 
 

This is probably an overestimate, but is being 
used to test if ‘extra’ bypass (as part of the 
recharge model) can cause a rise in water 
levels that the model (m700) has not 
predicted, e.g. July 2007. 

Apr. 2016 m700obs Variant on m700 to test ideas. 
This has Surfact OBS capability reconfigured and turned back on. 
Hydrographs recorded at Kilcott and Ozleworth leakage (injection) 
locations in layer 1; also at Upper Kilcott in both layers 1 and 2. 

OBW file can now be imported into Excel and 
processed in one go. 

Apr. 2016 m700L1 Variant on m700obs to test ideas. 
This has stream leakage (injection) at Kilcott and Ozleworth applied to 
layer 1 (previously applied to layer 2).  OBS file the same. 

Performance seems fine – details reported 
back to IC.  Slight variation in local levels, but 
only minor. 

Apr. 2016 m700z Variant on m700L1 to test ideas. 
This has GWV matrix format recharge converted back to two zone 
format.  Import full recharge time sequence. 

Identical head results to m700L1. 
OK to use this going forward as base model 
for extended duration. 

Apr. 2016 m700d Variant on m700z to test ‘Damping’ parameter in PCG4 solver. 
[This was tested on Slope.gwv and resulted in stable and correct 
solution to this idealised problem.] 

Identical result – which is good I guess. 
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May 2016 m704 Based on m700z (i.e. includes recharge using zone format, stream 
injection into layer 1, OBS hydrograph capability). 
Model configuration includes the two Ozleworth leakage rates applied to: 

1. Upper pond @ 8143 9344 
2. Lower pond @ 8104 9303 

These grid locations obtained using an OS basemap loaded into the model, and 
positioning the leakage points accordingly. 

3. Kilcott stream at a constant rate of 190 m3/d 
4. Nailsworth and Upper Chalkley streams set to zero leakage. 

 
 

Results: 
 In general, relatively little change across the 

wider model. 
 Some excellent improvements to the 

response/fit at Boxwell, but the original 
‘bottoming out’ is still there, and 2014/15 is a 
bit dodgy. 

 Layer 1 heads at the Ozleworth (upper pond) 
injection point exceed the estimated real 
ground level of 119 mAOD.  This is probably 
due to the cell top and drain elevations set at 
this point – still the original m700/m650 
values of 127 and 126.5 mAOD respectively. 

 
May 2016 m705 Based on m704 (CHECK THIS), with all recharge into Zone2 boundary 

cells – i.e. only the outcrop, no bypass component.  100% applied to 
Zone2, with no delay or smoothing function. 

GWLs significantly (~25m) lower than m704, for 
all wells in the main IO pool.  Only Boxwell and 
Kilcott (near the escarpment edge) are similar. 

May 2016 m710 Based on m700z.  This model configuration is designed to simulate the 
main valley (Ozleworth and Kilcott) base levels.  Reset a contiguous run 
of cells along each stream (and main branches) with top elevations to 
represent ground level, drain elevations 0.5m lower, thicknesses for both 
layers 1 and 2 to be 1m minimum (or left as greater if already the case). 

 

May 2016 m711 Based on m710, so with all reconfigured valley elevations, but modify 
stream leakage to be the same as m704. 
New baseline model. 
 

Try series of models (m712 – m719) to test 
sensitivity of parameters. 

Jun 2016 m712 Based on m711. 
Change IO Sy from 0.1 to 0.15% 

 

Jun 2016 m713 Based on m711. 
Use recharge sequence from m703 (bypass criteria is  >=10mm and 50) 

 

Jun 2016 m714 Based on m711. 
Change BS Kh from 0.6 to 0.55 (and keep Kv in proportion – i.e. reduce 
from 0.24 to 0.22) 

 

Jun 2016 m715 Based on m711. 
Change IO Sy from 0.1 to 0.08% 

 

Jun 2016 m716 Based on m711. 
Use bypass recharge at 20% with 4wk avg applied wk 5 

Note: standard (incl. m11) is bypass recharge 
at 20% with 5wk average applied to week 6. 
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Jun 2016 m717 Based on m711. 
Use bypass recharge at 20% with 3wk avg applied wk 4 

 

Jun 2016 m718 Based on m711. 
Use bypass recharge at 18% with 5wk avg applied wk 6. 
Outcrop recharge (zone2) increased to 82%. 

 

Jun 2016 m719 Based on m711. 
Use bypass recharge at 15% with 5wk avg applied wk 6. 
Outcrop recharge (zone2) increased to 85%. 

 

Jun 2016 m720 Based on m711. 
When Didmarton gwl <90 m AOD in m711 model run, use standard 
bypass recharge (20% with 5wk average applied to week 6). 
When gwl > 90, then set bypass recharge (zone 3) = zero; add bypass 
value to outcrop recharge (zone 2). 

 

Jun 2016 m721 Based on m711. 
As m720, but use Didmarton gwl @ 94 m AOD as cut-off elevation. 
 

 

Jul 2016 m722 Based on m711.  Redefine bypass recharge zone to extend western 
margin up dip-slope.  Aim to avoid generation of isolated recharge ridge 
when recharge kicks in after summer lows. 
Use m722ss (steady state version) to determine relative areas of 
existing recharge Zone 2, and new/enlarged bypass Zone 3. Area 
comes out as 2.305368 times larger.  So apply this as a reduction factor 
to the 20% bypass rates. 
Z3 recharge = 8522.65625 m3/d 
Recharge rate = 0.0001 m/d 
Implies area = 85,226,526.5 m2    (approx. 85 km2) 

Note: Nesley and Didmarton (and 
Badminton) are still within the bypass 
recharge zone 3. 
 
 

Jul 2016 m723 Based on m711. 
As m720, but use Didmarton gwl @ 98 m AOD as cut-off elevation. 
 

 

Jul 2016 m724 Based on m711. 
As m720, but use Didmarton gwl @ 99 m AOD as cut-off elevation. 
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Jul 2016 m725 Based on m711. 
Change IO Sy from 0.1 to 0.15 
   -and- 
Change BS Kh from 0.6 to 0.55 (and keep Kv in proportion – i.e. reduce 
from 0.24 to 0.22) 
( 0.1%   0.6   0.24      10%   original ) 
IO Sy   BS Kh / Kv BS Sy 
  0.15%     0.55   0.22   10% 
 

 

Jul 2016 m726 Based on m711. 
Use recharge sequence from IC (bypass criteria is  >=5mm and 50%) 

 

Jul 2016 m727 Based on m722 – expanded bypass recharge zone. 
Use bypass recharge at 21% (with 5wk avg applied wk 6). 
Outcrop recharge (zone2) decreased to 79%. 

 

Aug 2016 m730 Focus on IO Sy / BS Kh combinations. 
Based on m727 (wide bypass recharge zone, at 21%). 
( 0.1%   0.6   0.24      10%   original ) 
IO Sy   BS Kh /  Kv BS Sy 
  0.2%     0.5       0.2   10% 
 

 

 m731 IO Sy   BS Kh /  Kv BS Sy 
  0.2%     0.4   0.16   10% 
 

 

Sept 2016 m732 IO Sy   BS Kh /  Kv BS Sy 
  0.15%     0.6   0.24   15% 
 

 

 m733 IO Sy   BS Kh /  Kv BS Sy 
  0.15%     0.55   0.22   15% 
 

 

 m734 IO Sy   BS Kh /  Kv BS Sy 
  0.15%     0.5   0.2   15% 
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Sept 2016 m735 Based on m711. 
New recharge sequence from IC, based on Marshfield rainfall data. 
Recharge zone calculation spreadsheet used from m700. 

 

 m736 Based on m727. 
New recharge sequence from IC, based on Marshfield rainfall data. 
Recharge zone calculation spreadsheet used from m727. 

 

 m737 Based on m727. 
Variable recharge sequence #1 from IC, based on Marshfield rainfall 
data. 

 

 m738 Based on m727. 
Variable recharge sequence #1 from IC, based on Pinkney rainfall data. 

 

 m739 Based on m727. 
Variable recharge sequence #2 from IC, based on Pinkney rainfall data. 

 

 m740 Based on m727. 
50% of stream leakage (injection wells x3) removed from injection rates 
and added to bypass recharge sequence (Zone 3), after smoothing and 
lag (i.e. none applied to this component). 
Check m722ss to get area of Zone 3 (= 85,226,526.5 m2    ~ 85.2 km2). 
Use m704 spreadsheet to get stream leakage sequence for processing. 
 Set Kilcott Stream leakage rate to 95 (m3/d) 
 Recalc Ozleworth x2 leakage rates at 50% and import 
 Recalc bypass recharge Zone3 to include 50% leakage and import 
 

 

Oct 2016 m741 Follow m736 setup – recharge based on Marshfield rainfall data. 
Based on m727 (expanded bypass recharge zone). 
Use bypass recharge at 15% (with 5wk avg applied wk 6). 
Outcrop recharge (zone2) with 85%. 
 

 

 m742 As m741, with expanded bypass recharge zone at 16%. Good  

 m743 Use m742 as starting point. 
Apply latest stream bed leakage rates from IC (DM-#1753489-v2-
Ozleworth_Stream_bed_leakage_rate_for_BS_IO_Model.XLSX), 
revised to use Didmarton No.2 daily data from 2011, rather than the 
monthly (at best) Boxwell dip data to derived the leakage time series. 
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 m744 Use m743 as starting point. 
Apply some drain cells over central part of bypass recharge zone, set at 
100m AOD, to remove excess ‘bypass’ water.  This is because the 
modelled heads get too high in wet winters when the aquifer is ‘full’.  
CSM understanding is that under these conditions significantly reduced 
water would travel down the rapid ‘bypass’ route.  However it is not 
possible (well, easy) to adjust the applied recharge sequence 
dynamically, i.e. during the model run.  This fix will act as a crude 
implementation of this mechanism, with the water leaving via the new 
drain cells effectively being re-routed to the escarpment outflow.  

 

 m745 a/a, with 99m as drain cell elevation to reject excessive ‘bypass’ water.  

 m746 Use m743 as starting point. 
Apply revised conductance of 8 m2/d (increased from 5) to ‘river’ BC 
cells simulating fault leakage in the eastern part of the model area.  
Rationale is that this may remove some of the excess water 
accumulated in the IO following the 2013-15 wet winters. 

 

 m747 Use m743 as starting point. 
Apply revised GO head sequence supplied by IC (Fault gwls at 
Cowbridge.xlsx) 

 

 m748 Based on m743. 
With zero recharge 15 Apr to 10 Jun, reducing recharge by 39.9mm 
(input file: recharge sequence – Marshfield –apr-jun14 adjustment.xlsx) 

 

 m749 Based on m743. 
With bed leakage (injection) rates reduced by 50% from 15 Apr to 24 
Jun: reducing the input by 35.4 Ml (input file: Copy of DM-#1753489-v2-
Ozleworth_Stream_bed_leakage_rate_for_BS_IO_Model..xlsx) 

 

Nov 2016 m750 Use m743 as starting point. 
Set BS Sy to 5% (originally 10%) 

 

 m751 Use m743 as starting point. 
Set BS K to Kx/y = 0.7 (originally 0.6) and Kz = 0.28 (originally 0.24).   
Sy retained at 10% 

 

 m752 Use m751 as starting point. 
Decrease bypass percentage to15% to drop gwls.. 

 

 m753 Use m747 as starting point. 
Apply revised conductance of 10 m2/d (increased from 5) to ‘river’ BC 
cells simulating fault leakage in the eastern part of the model area.  This 
is more than that tested in m746 (at 8 m2/d) to get a larger effect and 
remove more of the excess water accumulated in the IO following the 
2013-15 wet winters. 

Note: trying combination of m747 and m746, 
with increased leakage compared to m746. 
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 m754 Use m743 as starting point. 
Use BS Kh reduced to 0.4 (from 0.6), with Kv proportionally reduced to 
0.16.  ALSO, set recharge bypass at 20% 

 

 m755 Use m754 as starting point. 
Increase IO Sy to 0.2% 

 

 m756 As 755, but the drains at 100 mAOD as per Run 744 Use the m744.drn file, renamed to m756.drn 
and replacing the generated 756 version. 

 m757 As 755, but with Bridport Sand Sy at 12.5%  

 m758 Based on m743. 
Lower base of BS (layer 2) by 10 m. 

 

 m759 Start with m756. 
Include Cowbridge GO heads at faults, with conductance set at 10 m/d 
(i.e. same as m753) 

OVERALL FAIRLY GOOD 

 m760 Try adding middle layer Yes!  Can do this, but … 
- have problem of no starting heads available 
Would need to try and generate a somewhat 
similar head configuration to the 2layer model 
initial head file.  Um. 

 m761 Based on m743. 
Lower base of BS (layer 2) by 5 m. 
Then lower base of layer 1 by 2 m – i.e. so the BS ends only 3m thicker.. 

 

 m762 Based on m756  (so NEEDS 100m DRAINS). 
Apply Cowbridge GO head sequence to faults (ref. m747), but with 
unchanged conductance (5 m2/d). 
Incorporate the m744.drn file. 

Note:- allows comparison with m759 
(Faults with 1Cowbridge GO + 10 m2/d) 

 m763 Start with m759. 
Increase bypass to 22% to raise winter heads a bit. 
 

TOO MUCH!! 

 m764 Based on m756, with: 
- Bypass at 21% 
- Fault conductance @ 7.5 m2/d (and Cowbridge sequence) 
Note – Drains to cap gwls at 100m AOD 

 

NB – this is the same as m762 with bypass 
and conductance changes. 

 m765 Based on m762 (modified to incorporate drains to cap gwls at 100m), 
with: 

- Bypass at 21% 
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 m766 Based on m762 (modified to incorporate drains to cap gwls at 100m), 
with: 

- Fault conductance @ 7.5 m2/d 

 

 m767 As m765, but with 22% bypass  

 m768 As m766, but with faults at 10 m2/d  

 m769 As m768, but with faults at 15 m2/d  

 m770 As m768, but with faults at 20 m2/d  

 m771 As m770, but with 24% bypass  

 m772 Based on m770. 
Decrease IO storage: Sy down to 0.1% 

 

 m773 Based on m770. 
Increase BS storage: Sy up to 20% 

 

 m774 Combination of m772 and m774; so use m772 and increase BS storage 
Sy up to 20%. 

 

Dec 2016 m775 As m773 (which has 20% bypass), but with 22% bypass 
(Use bypass .dat files from m767). 

 

 m776 As m775, but with a bit less bypass – at 21%  

 m777 Use m775 and reduce IO Sy to 0.18%  

 m778 Use m777 and reduce IO Sy to 0.16%  

 m779 Use m778 and increase bypass to 23% 
 
Note this still uses m604a2.HDS (SP572, TS1) as starting heads. 
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 m779x This is a repeat of the m779 configuration, but with the 100m cap drain 
cells (ref. m744) removed.   

New Calibration base case 

 m780 
 

Use m779. 
Increase BS kh to 0.5 (currently 0.4) and kv to 0.2 (currently 0.16) 

 

 
 
DATE MODEL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

Dec 2016 m800a-h 
 

Scenario 1: Natural case. 
Based on m779: All abstractions switched off. 

Compare with m689 sequence as guide to 
overall configuration. 
 

Jan2017 m801a-h Proposed full licence v1. 
Abstraction data as supplied by IC in DM-1796776-v1.xls 
Shipton Moyne set as fracture well type, with 50m limit. 

Based on m779: SS set to meet new targets, 
assuming ‘max’ GO PWS abstraction (35 
Ml/d), triggering more SS.  LTA SS demand 
of 3.06 Ml/d 
BW PWS set as in m685x, but with 1.59 Ml/d 
transferred from Tetbury to LN, Tetbury set at 
2.2 Ml/d (local demand). LN set at 1.59 Ml/d.  
SM 3 or 6 Ml/d (winter/summer).  LTA 
abstraction of 8.55 Ml/d assigned to the IO. 

 m801a-nf Repeat of m801a, but with Shipton Moyne fracture well set to normal 
type.  This is so there is no elevation constraint applied, and full amount 
of water is abstracted (even though in reality the 50m would apply, but in 
that case the missing water would still be taken – but from Long 
Newnton). 

 Switch off FWL4 in SURF Packages 
 Switch off ‘Use FW’ for Shipton Moyne AE well 

 
 
Subsequently extend this run right through from b to h (2129). 
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 m802 Based on m779: SS set to meet new targets, assuming ‘max’ GO PWS 
abstraction (35 Ml/d), triggering more SS.  LTA SS demand of 3.06 Ml/d 
BW PWS set as in m685x, but with 1.59 Ml/d transferred from Tetbury to 
LN, Tetbury set at 2.2 Ml/d (local demand). LN set at 1.59 Ml/d.  SM 3 or 
6 Ml/d (winter/summer).  LTA abstraction of 8.55 Ml/d assigned to the 
IO. 
 
This a variant on m801.  The control curve (a simple overlay) has been 
applied to the m801a-nf Didmarton hydrograph, to identify when the 
Shipton Moyne output needs to be reduced by 1.5 Ml/d. 
 
The resultant Shipton Moyne abstraction rates 1978-96 are detailed in 
the attached: DM-#1800645.  All the other time series inputs are the 
same as in m801 (DM-#1796776-v1). 
 
Only one ‘run’ is needed: 1978 to 1996 

Proposed full licence, but with Control Curve 
restricting SM output at certain times. 
 
 

 m803 As m802, but with further reduction in 1990. 
 
1.5 Ml/d less abstraction from Shipton Moyne from 27 Aug to 31 Dec 
1990. 
 
Only the first ‘run’ is needed: 1978 to 1996. 

DM-#1801440 
 
Output: just the Didmarton heads. 

 m804 Proposed full licence, + Cotswold Springs (borehole) 
 
There is a private supply missing from the model, known as Cotswold 
Spring.  It was just a spring, but in 2008 a borehole source 1 km up-
gradient (east) of the spring was licensed.  The borehole draws water 
from the Bridport Sand, and is located just inside the model area (south-
west corner).  The borehole NGR and abstraction rate details are given 
in the attached (Scenario list)   
 
As m801a-nf, i.e. proposed full licence, but with an additional licensed 
private source, called Cotswold spring. 
Borehole located at ST 7553 7836. Abstraction from Bridport Sand – see 
conceptual model section (Figure 6 below) 
Abstraction rate: 200 m3/d, applies all year 
 
Can you please include this source in the model and re-run m801a-nf. 
 
Only one ‘run’ needed (1978-96). 

DM-1796776-v1 
 
 
Output: Didmarton GWL and GWL at the 
Cotswold Spring borehole.  Plus, the water 
balance. 
 
 
NOTE: 
Due to the configuration of the model in the 
SW corner, the rate of 200 m3/d seems to 
dry things out (and without the drawdown 
limiter applied, you get crazy heads 
generated locally). 
So the model runs, but with local errors (and 
mass balance is meaningless) 
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Feb 2017 m805 
m805b-h 

Current full licence scenario.  Based on m779x (actually, m801a-nf used 
and modified with all PWS and SS from spreadsheet). 
 
This is the ‘current’ licence scenario, which failed under the last 
calibration configuration, but there is more recharge in this model. 
 
SS at 2.5 Ml/d max. (DM1579667-v4)  
PWS Tetbury 3.29 Ml/d, Long Newnton 6 Ml/d 
Shipton Moyne 6.05 Ml/d. assuming 50:50 split from IO and GO of the 
12.1 Ml/d licence 
 
Only one run (1978-1996) needed at this stage. 
 
Subsequently followed up with following 7 runs to get full sequence. 
Use m801b (with frac well switched off) as second model required, 
incorporating all PWS and SS rates as above. 

DM-1730821-v4 
 
The proposed licence scenario (m801a-nf) 
had LTA PWS/SS of 8.55 Ml/d.  This ‘current’ 
licence scenario has LTA PWS/SS of 16.72 
Ml/d, so effectively double, but with much 
lower abstraction in 1990. So it might work. 

Mar 2017 m806 As m801-nf, but SM take of 6 Ml/d assume 50;50 split between GO and 
IO.  So a net abstraction reduction of 1.76 Ml/d, compared to m801 (8.55 
to 6.79 Ml/d) 
Details in DM-1809406-v1. 
Full set of runs through from a to h (1978 to 2129). 

NOTE: This run includes a full check of 
correct SP durations.  Changes required 
include: 

- SP lengths 
- Recharge sequences (x2) 
- PWS sequences (x3) 

Apr 2017 m807 Rerun m800, with correct SP durations as for m806 Changes required include: 
- SP lengths 
- Recharge sequences (x2) 

Apr 2017 m808 Rerun m805, with correct SP durations as for m806 Changes required include: 
- SP lengths 
- Recharge sequences (x2) 
- PWS sequences (x3) 
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Sensitivity Runs – All based on calibrated model m779x 

All model runs during June 2017 
 
Model No. Description Previous Change 

(starting value) 
change 
(changed value) 

Model period 

m779x-S01 Sensitivity run 1 
IO Kh set to 20 m/d, a 50% reduction (currently 40 m/d)  

(40) -33% (27) 1992-2015 

m779x-S02 Sensitivity run 2 
IO Kh set to 60 m/d, a 50% increase (currently 40 m/d)  

(40) +50% (60) 1992-2015 

m779x-S03 Sensitivity run 3 
IO Kv set to 20 m/d, a 50% reduction (currently 40 m/d)  

(40) /20 (5) 1992-2015 

m779x-S04 Sensitivity run 4 
IO Kv set to 60 m/d, a 50% increase (currently 40 m/d)  

Not done 1992-2015 

m779x-S05 Sensitivity run 5 
BS Kh set to 0.2 m/d, a 50% reduction (currently 0.4 m/d)  

(0.6) -33% (0.4) 1992-2015 

m779x-S06 Sensitivity run 6 
BS Kh set to 0.6 m/d, a 50% increase (currently 0.4 m/d)  

(0.6) +50% (0.9) 1992-2015 

m779x-S07 Sensitivity run 7 
BS Kv set to 0.08 m/d, a 50% reduction (currently 0.16 m/d)  

(0.24) -50% (0.12) 1992-2015 

m779x-S08 Sensitivity run 8 
BS Kv set to 0.24 m/d, a 50% increase (currently 0.16 m/d)  

(0.24) +250% (0.6) 1992-2015 

m779x-S09 Sensitivity run 9 
IO S set to 1x10-6, a 90% reduction (currently 1x10-5)  

(1x10-5) /5 (2x10-6) 1992-2015 

m779x-S10 Sensitivity run 10 
IO S set to 1x10-4, a 1000% increase (currently 1x10-5)  

(1x10-5) x10 (1x10-4) 1992-2015 

m779x-S11 Sensitivity run 11 
BS S set to 1x10-6, a 90% reduction (currently 1x10-5)  

(1x10-5) /5 (2x10-6) 1992-2015 

m779x-S12 Sensitivity run 12 
BS S set to 1x10-4, a 1000% increase (currently 1x10-5)  

(1x10-5) x10 (1x10-4) 1992-2015 

m779x-S13 Sensitivity run 13 
IO Sy set to 0.08%, a 50% reduction (currently 0.16%)  

(0.1%) -50% (0.05%) 1992-2015 

m779x-S14 Sensitivity run 14 
IO Sy set to 0.24%, a 50% increase (currently 0.16%)  

(0.1%) x10 (0.2%) 1992-2015 

m779x-S15 Sensitivity run 15 
BS Sy set to 10%, a 50% reduction (currently 20%)  

(10%) -50% (5%) 1992-2015 

m779x-S16 Sensitivity run 16 
BS Sy set to 25%, a 20% increase (currently 20%)  

(10%) +100% (20%) 1992-2015 
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m779x-S17 Sensitivity Run 17 
Fault zone conductivity set to 40 m/d, a 100% increase (currently 20 
m/d)  [transient Kb changed 0.08 to 0.16] 

(5) -50% (2.5) 1992-2015 

m779x-S18 Sensitivity Run 18 
Fault zone conductivity set to 10 m/d, a 50% decrease (currently 20 m/d)  
[transient Kb changed 0.08 to 0.04] 

(5) +100% (10)  1992-2015 

m779x-S19 Sensitivity Run 19 
Daily recharge increased by 20% 

-20% 1992-2015 

m779x-S20 Sensitivity Run 20 
Daily recharge decreased by 20% 

+25% 1992-2015 

m779x-S21 Sensitivity Run 21 
Bypass percentage increased to 25 % (currently 23%) 

Not previously done 1992-2015 

m779x-S22 Sensitivity Run 22 
Bypass percentage decreased to 21% (currently 23%) 

Not previously done 1992-2015 

 
 


